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Course Argument and Objectives
International trade deals, among various products, with what a specific category of products that are commonly 
labeled as “Cultural goods”. Such goods are supposed to have both a mercantile value and a non-economic 
value (that can be labeled aesthetic, or creative). But whereas the international commerce of non-cultural goods 
affects means of production without altering the product itself, commercialization of art, of thought, of culture 
might affect the very contents of those goods. 
The aim of this course, conceived as an Arabic Civilization unit, is to link the students’ interest in global trade 
with the specificities of Arabic culture, through a case-study : the musical industry of Egypt and the way music 
was transformed precisely because of the necessities of its commercialization, on the local market, on the 
regional market, and because the means of commercialization themselves have been part of a global industry.      
A commonplace feeling would be that Arab pop music, now dominating satellite music TV channels with its 
mix of belly-dancing tunes, fast-paced editing, cheesy romantic poses and sexy models presents a successful  
mix of westernized techniques, globalized erotica and a whiff of Arabia that somehow borders orientalist 
clichés. While many appreciate this panarabic mainstream pop music, that hasn’t erased other forms of musical 
expressions, one might wonder where has the Arab identity gone. But even if the present state of (dominant) 
Arab music might appear as the final result of extreme westernization and standardization of musical tastes 
around the globe, the encounter between the musics of the Arab world and the recording industry dates back 
more than a century. The international music business massively entered the Middle-East starting 1903, when 
multinational companies like the British Gramophone Company, American Columbia, German Odeon and 
French Pathé started opening to overseas markets in «The Orient» and managed to sell phonographs from Peru 
to China. Recording campaigns in Alexandria, Beirut, Cairo and Damascus preserved the voices and music of 
the most important vocalists and instrumentalists of the early twentieth century. For the first time in the history 
of Arabic music, an art and a practice that did not know any type of notation, and the theory of which was at 
odds with the actual practice, had the luck to be conserved and kept from oblivion in the form of 78rpm records. 
Like Western musical expressions at the same period, Arabic music(s) entered the world of global commerce. 
But any cultural production cannot be commercialized without being deeply affected in its nature, its economy, 
its aesthetics, its identity and its means of consumption. The status of the musician and the gendered nature of 
his production were transformed during the twentieth century: the singer and the composer progressively ceased 
to be the benefactors of patrons of the arts and royal courts, and turned into public figures, entering the modern 
days “star system”. The national narrative itself seized music as a legitimate object of study, and projected on 
musical expressions political stakes and aspirations: music had to express the hopes and identity of the modern 
Nation, and solve the dialectics of aṣala and ḥadātha (authenticity vs. modernity). Any cultural production 
dealing with music must be perceived as discourse on music that can be deconstructed and analyzed. 
This course will examine the changes brought upon art and culture by industry, modernity and international 
commerce, through the musics of Egypt from the late 19th century until nowadays. 

Methodology and Tentative Program
5 sessions will examine different topics:  General introduction on the entertainment industry and its role in 
building cultural hegemony. Three discourses on music deconstructed : historiography at stake ;  The musics of 
Egypt : the various types ; The dawn of the music industry in the Middle-East : appearance of multinational 
companies and the consequences on the economy and the practice ; Women in the singing business, women in 
songs: how international commerce can modify the status of women, with emphasis on the early 20th century ; 
The present state of the music industry. 
Students are expected to read the elements of bibliography left at their disposal. 

Evaluation 
Students will be given the choice between two subjects for an essay to be written at home and submitted before 
the end of a term at a date which will be specified later. Essays should be original, rely on the suggested 
bibliography when dealing with Arabic culture, make proper use of the information and methodology followed 
in the course, and clearly state their sources in a bibliography listing all material used. Any quotation must be 
indicated as footnotes, according to academic use. Essays should be drafted in English, French or Arabic.
Grading will be based on : 
- originality of the material / case-study and/or the problematic angle chosen
- correct use of the course
- richness of information
- respect of academic standards in terms of quotation / use of source / bibliography
- precision, accuracy, relevancy and strictness in the construction of the student’s discourse



- correctness of the language (English, French or Arabic)
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